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DES (Data Encryption Standard) approved 1976
Public-key encryption and RSA: Diffie, Hellman,
Merkle, Rivest, Shamir, Adleman (1976-77)
Goldwasser and Micali (1982)
Ray Ozzie (Iris/IBM; Lotus Notes) was one of first
RSA licensees (1986).
Tim Berners-Lee, The World-Wide Web (1990)

creative bibliographyreading is becoming more complex. "You have to know
the journals, and what impact they have
on the fields. You have to know the
institutions, the people, the meetings.
You can quickly sort out the papers that
are derivativeand not original.With the
original,you then have to decide which
people are the driving force behind the
research and which were the also-rans.
It's a ticklish matter."
Since only a few administratorshave
the time and sophistication to sift
througha thick bibliographythat at first
glance looks promisingSproblems and
misjudgmentsare probably more common than is ever admitted. A recent
example is the case of Elias A. K. Alsabti, a 25-year-oldresearcherfrom Jordan who listed 60 papers on his curriculum vitae (Science, 27 June 1980). Alsabti had pirated at least seven of his
papers and published them in obscure
journals.This, however, was unknownto
at BaylorCollegein Housadministrators
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gery-until a researcherwho had worked
with.Alsabtitold an administratorat Baylor the detailsof his academicrise.
Rather than trying to cope with the
effects of paperinflation,some researchers have recommendedradical steps to
prevent the growth of padded bibliographies in the first place. Durack, writing
in the 6 April 1978New EnglandJoarnsl
of Medicine, says, half-seriously, that
the National Institutes of Health should
limit the number of papers by each author to five per year, with a stepwise
reduction in funding as an automatic
penalty for each paper published above
five. Other observers, instead of recommendinga relianceon bureaucraticsanctions, have called for-rigorous self-restraintby researchers
Since an element of self-deception
probablyplays a part in the whole process, attemptsat restraintmay not have
much impact. Says one geneticist: "Priority is the rationalethat is used for lots
of this publishing,for the brief communi-

on their trail are the exceptions rather
than the rule."
Self-restraint is beside the point to
some observers. They say there is a good
side to paper inflationbecause it forces
-administratorsand those who judge research careers to dig beneath appearances on a bibliographyand discover the
truly worthwhile aspects of a research
record. But to many others, who are
faced with a growing horde of journals
filled with fragmentedand redundantresearch paperinflationrepresentsa timeconsuming chore. It may even affect
Nobel laureates. At 7:40 one recent
morning,Science called Watson at Cold
Spring Harbor, where te is now the
director, and inquired if he would discuss some of the issues involving paper
inflation."I have no time," he said at a
brisk clip, and then added right before
he hung up, "My life is too busy."
Perhaps he was buried in a stack of
journals strugglingto keep up with the
J. BROAD
literature. WILLIAM

U.S. government initially tried to control and limit
public-sector research and use of cryptography
Attempt to chill research via ITAR (1977)
MIT “Changing Nature of Information” Committee
(1981; Dertouzos, Low, Rosenblith, Deutch,Rivest,...)
MIT

Committee

Seeks

CryptographyPolicy

Questions of who should do research on cryptographyand
how results should be disseminated are the firstorder of business
Within the next 10 yearse networks
consisting of tens of,thousands of computers will connect businessesScorporations, and banks in giant webs, predicts
MichaelDertouzos, directorof the Laboratory for Computer Science at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
But the interconnectedness of these
computers,which is their very strength,
is also their weakness he says. Unless
steps are taken to assure the privacy of
computer data and to assure that computer messages can be i'signed,'S it becomes extraordinarilyeasy to commit

quences for individualsand for society if
computerscontinue to be connected, as
they are now, according to local decisions by individual entrepreneurs.The
security of computerdata varies greatly
and there is no general assurance that
data are safe.
Last fall, MIT formed a committeeS
headed by Dertouzos and called Qn the
ChangingNature of Information,to look
into questions of computer security and
other matters arising from the proliferation of computernetworks. The committee's membersinclude Francis Low and

easy to send computer programs between connected machines and to instruct a program to search for select,
and copy data from anywhere in a network. Then the programcan be instructed to remove itself without leaving a
trace. By analogy, he says, "Considera
networkof filing cabinets, connected by
subterraneantunnels. Now imagine that
agents can crawl throughthese tunnels,
copy anythingthey want from any of the
files, and leave with no signs of their
presence. That is one of the situations
we are faced with.'
arise as comput-

Science, 13 Mar 1981
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Ray Ozzie promoted scheme in 1995 giving 24 bits of
64-bit encryption keys in export products to NSA.
(Encrypted with NSA PK.) Swedish Parliament has
conniptions.
With defeat of “Clipper Chip”, it seemed “crypto wars”
were over; strong crypto was recognized as
necessary for commerce and for national security...
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FBI continues to push for “exceptional access”
Claims law enforcement is “going dark”
Others say we are now in “golden age of surveillance”
“Keys Under Doormat” report (2015) has 15 authors,
including MIT authors Abelson, Rivest, Schiller,
Specter, Weitzner.
Report documents vagueness of LE request, and
technical difficulties of achieving LE access without
introducting catastrophic modes of failure.
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December 2015 San Bernadino case
Apple resists FBI suit to modify OS to achieve access
FBI drops case when it gets access (via Cellebrite?)
in March 2016
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Only for phones; only for “data at rest” in phone
Requires LE to possess phone
Vendor (Apple) has Apple PK embedded in phone.
Idea is that managing SK is like managing “code-signing
key”
LE can get phone to spit out phone encryption key,
encrypted with Apple PK.
LE enters phone encryption key obtained from Apple, and
gets data, but phone is bricked.
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Matt Green blog post:
https://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2018/04/26/
a-few-thoughts-on-ray-ozzies-clear-proposal/
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Ars Technica article:
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/05/
op-ed-ray-ozzies-crypto-proposal-a-dose-of-technical-reality/
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Key vault would effectively need to be online, as it
would be used continually.
Key vault is a very juicy target: enables unlocking of
billions of phones.
Metaphor that it is “like managing a code-signing key”
doesn’t hold water: look up “Stuxnet”
“Hardware security modules” (HSMs) have also
shown vulnerabilities.
Protection against secret surveillance by bricking
phone probably won’t work either: see Cellebrite and
Grayshift.
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FBI can’t count... (7800 locked phones →
1000-2000 at most)
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/05/30/
the-fbi-blunder-on-phone-encryption-explained/?utm_term=.3a7875569952

